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要 旨　本論は 日本 と バ ン グラデシ ュ の 大学生 EFL 学習者が使用するス ピ
ー

キ ン グ方

略 を比較 考察 した もの で あ る 。 両国 の 大学生 165 人に Cohen　 and 　Chi （2004）の ス ピ

ー
キ ン グ方略に 関す る質問紙 と Oxford （1990）の SILLの

一
部を実施 して得たデ ー

タ

に ，大 学生 の ス ピーキ ン グ能力 の 自己 評価を加 えて ， 両国の 英語学習者間に 見 られ

る ス ピ ー
キ ン グ方 略の 使用頻度の 相違 と 自己評価に よる ス ピー

キ ン グ能力 との 関連

を調査 した 。

1．Introduction

　　　In　recent 　years　research 　investigating　the　impact　of 　culture 　on 　the　preferences　of

language　leaming　strategies 　has　become　increasingly　important．　 Leamers ’

tendency 　in　using

EFL 　learning　strategies　in　Asian　regions 　has　been　brought　into　focus　by　language　scholars 　and

researchers （e，g．，　 Kim ，　 i　995； Oh， 1996； Park， 1997； Takeuohi ＆ Wakamoto
，
2001）．

Speaking　skill　being　a　fbreign　language　learning　skiU
，
　speaking 　strategy　is　a　crucial　part　of

overall 　language　learning　strategy ．　 Speaking　strategies　are　assumed 　to　be　used 　by　foreign

and 　second 　language　learners　to　improve　their　oral　performance　in　the　target　1anguage，　 In

Japan　and 　Bangladesh
，
　a　1arge　number 　of 　students 　are　rnajoring 　in　English　at　the　univer

’
sity

Ievel　every 　year．　The　EFL 　learners　of 　lhese　countries 　use 　speaking 　strategies　to　enhance

their　speaking 　proficiency　in　English．

　　　Little　research 　has　been　done　on 　the　use 　of　English−speak 洫g　strategles 　of 　EFL −major

college 　students 　in　Bangladesh　or　in　Japan．　 This　study 　aims 　to　provide　information　about

EFL −major 　college 　students
’

　tendency　to　use 　English　spea1Cing 　strategies 　in　these　tWo 　different

cultures ．

　　　The　major 　purposes　of 　this　study 　are 　 1）to　investigate　the 丘equency 　differences　in　the

speaking 　strategies 　used 　by　the　EFL −major 　university 　stUdents 　in　Japan　and 　Bangladesh
，
　and

2）to　identify　the　relationship 　ofnationality ，　gender，　and 　self−evaIuated 　speaking 　level　with 　the

preferences　ofspeaking 　strategy 　use ．
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2. Method

2.1 Participants

    A  total number  of  165 EFL-major university  students  frorn Japaii and  Bangladesh

participated in this study.  102 Japanese (70 fernales and  32 males)  and  63 Bangladeshi (26
females and  37 males)  students  were  native  speakers  of  the nationality  they belong to. The

Japanese participants were  students  of  the Department of  English, Faculty of  Education,

Hiroshima University and  the Bangladeshi participants were  students  of  the Department of

English, Arts Faculty, University of  Dhaka. Their academic  grades ranged  from

undergraduate  to graduate levels.

2.2 Instrumenis

    [[lhe insttrument used  for the study  was  a  combination  of  adapted and  simplified  items

selected  from `Language
 Strategy Use Survey' (Cohen &  Chi, obtained  from the internet on  July

17, 2004) and  
`The

 Strategy lnventory for Language Learning' (SILL) vgrsion  7.0 (Oxfbrd, 1990),

The speaking  strategies had been exclusively  selected  from the above  sets  in order  to compose  the

questionnaire for this study.  The 14 item instrument required  the responderrts  to report  the

frequcncy with which  they use  each  EFL speaking strategy using  a five-point scaie  ranging  from
`almost

 never'  to `always'
 (see Appendix 1). The numerical  rating scales were  

`almost
 neverTl',

`rarely

 sometimes=2',  
`sometimes==3',

 
Cusually=4',

 and  
`always=5'.

 The questionnaire supplied

among  the Bangladeshi students  was  in simple  English and  the Japanese translated version  was

used  for Japanese students.  The internal consistency  reliability on  Cronl)a£ h's alpha is ,79  based

on  a  165 university  student  sample.(in  the currerrt study).

    The taxonomy  was  based on  the following five categories  classified by Stern (1992):
        1. Management  &  planning CQuestion items No. 2 and  No. 8, Appendix 1)

        2. Cognitive (Question items No. 7, No. 9, No. 11, and  No. I4)

        3. Communicative-experierrtial (Question itemsNo. 5 andNo.  10)

        4. Interpersonal (Question items No.1, No. 12, and  No. 13)

        5. Affective (Question items No, 3, No. 4, and  No. 6)

    According to Stern (1992), management  &  planning strategies  express  the learners'

intention to direct their own  learning, as they decide what  commitment  to make  to language

leaming, set themselves reasonable  goals, decide appropriate  methodology  and  resources  and

monitor  progress. Cognitive strategies are defined as steps and  operations  used  in leaming

and  problem solving,  for exarnple,  practice, clarification,  verification,  memorization,

monitoring,  guessing, and  inductive inferencing. Commmicative-experiential strategies

include circurnlocution,  gesturing, paraphrase, and  asking  fbr repetition  used  by the leamers
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so  as to keep the conversation  going. Irrterpersonal strategies  help the learners to monitor

their own  development in using  the Ianguage in real  life situations  and  to become familiar

with  the target language culture. Affective strategies  are  those that help the learners to

regulate  their emotions  or  attitude and  to remove  the feelings of  strangeness  and  anxiety  to

communicate  in a new  language.

    A  selfevaluation  fbrmat attached  to the questionnaire asked  the participants to report

their own  levels of  English speaking  skill on  a fbur-point scales  as  
L`poor",

 
"fair",

 
`Cgood"

 and

"excellent"

 and  10, 20, 30, 40  points were  given to the levels respectively.  A  note  was

provided within  the fbrmat in order  to help the participants' selfirating.

2.3 Procedures

    The  data were  collected  in Bangladesh  in September, 2004 and  in Japan in January,

2005. The participants were  assured  that the results would  not  influence their academic

reports  and  were  encouraged  to resolve  any  confusion  by asking  questions. Most  of  the

participants had no  dienculty in understanding  the questionnaire. Full confidentiality  was

confirmed  in both settings.  The questionnaire administration  took  15 to 25 rninutes.  The

analysis  of  the data was  carried  out  using  ANOVA4  on  the Web: Copyright (c) 2002 Kiriki
Kenshi and  the Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) version  13.0. The

participants were  divided into fbur groups: Japanese females (Group 1), Japanese males

(Group 2), Bangladeshi females (Group 3), and  Bangladeshi males  (Group 4). A  two-way

analysis  of  variance  (ANOVA) with repeated-Tneasures  was  perfbrmed with group and

strategy  as  the independent variahles  and  scores  on  the questionnaire as  the dependent variable.

3. Results

3.1 Group and  strategy  uses

    The  means  and  standard  deviations of  strategy  use  scores  of  the fbur groups are

presented in fable 1.

7lable 1: Mbans  andstanciarci  cieviations  ofdtOZirent category  strategy  use  (7V=16sp

Categories ve C CE IP A

GreupsGroup

 lGroup2Group3Grou

 ,4

n70322637 M  (1su]})

3.43 (.58)

3.30(.63)

3.40(,68)

3.73 (.72)

M  (S[))

3.27(,66)

2.76 (,69)

3.90 (.46)
3,99 (.74

M  (SP?

3.78 (.69)

3,48 (.93)

3.92 (.76)
3.84 .8g

M  (Sl))

3.11 (.59)

3.11 (.70)

3.91 (.39)
3.68 (,66)

M  (SP)

2.9S (.67)

2,89 C79)

2.86 (.82)
3.03 (.84)
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MP:  Management  &  planning, C: Cognitive, CE: Communicative-experiential, IP: Interpersonal, A: AfTbctive

Group1  : Japanese females, Group2: Japanese males,  Group3: Bangladeshi females, Group4: Bangladeshi males

lhble 2: Analysis ofvartance

Source ss on us F P

GroupsErrorStrategy

 category

Group  x  Strategy

category

Error

35.45176.345158

26.77215.87

 3161

 4

12644

11.821.1012.90

2.23

 .34

10.79

38.47

6,66

.ooo****

,ooo****

,ooo****

****p<.OOI

    The results  in Table 2 reveal  that the main  effects  of  the group

were  significant  and  the interaction between them was  also  significant.

7lable 3; Analysis ofvariance with  repeated-mecxsures  aV=16sy

andstrategycategory

opect ss of ms F P

Group (MP)

Group (C)

Group (CE)

Group (IP)

Group (A)

ErrorCategory

 (Group l)

Category (Group 2)

Category (Group 3)

Category (Group 4)

Error

3.7336,07

 3,9217.83

  .66

l4,6012.5931.8219.34

 3

  3

  3

  3

  3

 805

 4

 4

 4

 4644

1.2412,02l.315.94

 ,22

 .483.653.147,964.84

 ,34

2,5524.682.68l220

 ,46

10.88

 9.4023J314,43

.OS4 +.ooo

 ****

,046 *

.ooo ****

.713

.ooo****

.ooo****

.ooo****

.ooo****

MP:  Management  &  planning,

*p<.05
 

****p<,OOI

C: Cogriitive, CE: Communicative-experiential,

    Table 3 shows  that there

groups in cognitive  [F (3,805)
p!!,046] and  interpersonal [F

rp: Interpersonal, A: Affective

were  statistically  significant  frequency differences among  the

=24.68,

 p<.Oel], communicative-experiential  [F (3,sos) 
=2.68,

(3,805) 
=12.20,

 p<.OOI] strategies.  The multiple  comparison
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test with repeated  measures  was  then performed to find out  how  the groups differed in using

these two  categories  at p<.eOl (see Tahle 4 &  5).

1lrble 4: Miiltiple comparison  test (7V=l6sp (C]ognitive strategy  usoj

Pair(group) r nominal  level t p  level Significance

4-24-13-24-33-11-2433222 .eos.O12,O12.025,025,0257.2925.0406218,4633.9453.448,ooo.eoo.ooo.643.ooo.OOOs.s.s.n.s.

 s.

 s,

Greup1: Japanese females, Group2: Japasiese males,  Group3: Bangladeshi fernales, Group4: Bangladeshi maies

                   Group 4, Group 3 >  Group 1 >  Group 2

    For cognitive  strategy  use  there was  a  statistically significant difference (t=3.448,

p<,OOI) between the Japanese females and  males.  Here the females showed  higher score

(M=3.27) than their male  (M==2,76) peers. The  difference between the genders was  not  found

significant  (t=O.463, p=.64)  in the Bangladeshi learners. In this categery  a significant

difference was  revealed  between the Japanese and  the Bangladeshi learners [Group 1-3

(t==3.945, p<,OOI), Group 2-3 (t=6.218, p<.OOI), Group 1-4 (t=5.040, p<.OOI), Group 2-4

(F7.292, p<.OOI)]. The Bangladeshi learners (female: M=3.90,  male:  M=3,99)  reported  more

frequent cognitive  strategy use  than the Japanese learners (female: M=3.27, male:  M=2.76).

7lrble 5: imltiple comparison  test (7V=165) (;biterpersonal strategy  usoj

Pair(group) r nominal  leyel t p  level Significance

3-13-24-l3-44-22-14

33222

.O08.O12,O12

,025.025

.025

5,O054,3e54.06712613,372

 ,060

.ooo.ooo.ooo.207,ooo

,952

 s.

 s.

 s.n.s.

 s,

n,s.

Groupl: Japanese females, GToup2: Japanese males,  Group3: Bangladeshi females, Group4: Bangladeshi males

                  Group  3, Group  4 >  Group 1, Group  2

    In interpersonal strategy  use  there was  no  significant  difference between the genders,
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but a  statistically  significant  difference in the strategy  use  frequency was  fbund between the

Japanese and  the Bangladeshi  learners [Group 1-3 (t=5,O05, p<.OOI), Group 2-3 (t=4.305,
p<.OOI), Group 1-4 (F4,067, p<.OOI), Group 2-4 (t=3.372, p<.OOI)]. Here also  the

Bangladeshi learners (female: M=3.91,  male:  M=3.68) reported  higher use  of  this strategy

than the Japanese learners (female: M=3.11, male:  M=3.ll). In the other  three categories,

management  &  planning, communicative-experiential  and  affective strategies  no  significant

difference was  revealed  among  the four groups,

7bble 6: A4ititipte comparison  test (:lapanesefomales: N=  7op

Pair (category) r nominal  level t p  level Significance

3-53-41-53-21-42-51-23-1244-554433322

22

.O05.O06,O06.OIO.OIO.OIO,020,020.020.0208.4426.g874.8655.1823,3113260l.6063.5761.7051.555,eoo.ooo.ooo.ooo.ooo,OOI.108.ooo.088.120 s.

 s.

 s.

 s.s.

 s,n,s.

 s.n.s.n,s.

1: Management  &  planning, 2: Cognitivc, 3: Communicative-experiential, 4: Interpersonal 5: Affective

          Category 3> Category 1 &  2 >  Category  4 &  5

    fable 6 shows  that the Japanese female students  used  communicative-experiential

strategy  (M=3.78) significantly  more  frequently than the other  four categories. The next

preferred categories  by this group were  management  &  planning (M==3.43) and  cognitive

(M==3,27) strategies.  [lhe least used  strategies ofthis  group were  interpersonal (M=3.10) and

affective  (M=2.95) strategies. The Japanese male  learners showed  a  slightly  different

strategy  use  tendency  from their female peers. They  reported  that they used  three categories

almost  with  the sarne  frequency; these are  communicative-experiential  (M=3,48),
management  &  planning (M=3.30) and  interpersonal (M:=3.11) strategies. Affective

(M-2,89) and  cognitive  (M=2.76) strategies  were  the least frequently used  categories  by this

group (see Tbble 7).
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7lrble 7: Miiltiple conzparison  test (:lbpanese mates:  N=3Z)

Pair (category)r nominal  level t p  level Significance

3-23-51-23-41-54-2143-14-55-254

43332222

.O05,O06,O06,OIO.OIO,OIO,020.020.020.0205,0204.1373.7242,S632.8412.45712671.2951.574

 ,883

.ooo.ooo.ooo.OIO.O04.Ol4

205,195,115.377

 s,

 s,

 s,n,s.

 s,n,s.n,s,n.s.n.s.n,s.

1 : Management  &  planning, 2: Cagriitive, 3: Cemmunicative-experiential, 4: Interpersonal, 5: Aifective

                Category  3, 1 &  4 >  Category  5 &  2

7bble 8: Multiple comparisDn  test (ZBangiacieshifomales: INE=2bj

Pair (category)r nominal  level t p level Sigrlificance

3-53-14-5

3-24-12-54-23-42-11-5

544

3332222

,O05.O06.O06.OIO.OIO,OIO,020.020.020.0206.6473.2346.546

 .1203,1336,527

 ,O19

 ,1013.1143,413

.ooo.OOI.OOO.904.OOI.ooo,984.919,OOI.ooo s,

 s.

 s.n,s.

 s.

 s.n.s,

 n.s.

 s.

 s.

1: Management  &  planning, 2: Cognitive, 3: Cornniunicatiye-experiential, 4: lnterpersonaL S: Affective

               Category  3, 4 &  2 >  Category 1 >  Category 5

    The Bangladeshi female learners reported  that they used  three categories,  the

communicative-experiential  (M'=3.92), interpersonal (M=3.91), and  cognitive  (M=3.90)
strategies  with  almost  the same  frequency. Next came  management  &  plarming (M=3,40)
strategy,  [rlie least preferred category  ofthis  group was  the affective  (M==2.86) strategy  (see
Zlable 8), [[he strategy  use  tendency  ofthe  Bangladeshi male  students  was  fbund to use  fbur
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categories,  cognitive  (M==3,99), communicative-experiential  (M=3.84), management  &

plarming (M=3,73) and  interpersonal (M=3.68) strategies  with  almost the  sarne  frequency.

The  affective  (M=3.03) strategy  was  the least preferred by this group (see 1lable 9).

7Zible 9: Mliltiple comparison  test (IBangiadeshi males:  IV==3D

Pair(category) r nominal  level t plevel Sigrlificance

2-52-43-52-13.4

1-53-12-31-44-5

544

3332222

.O05.O06.O06,OIO.OIO,OIO.020,020,020,e2e7.0862,2655.9811.9071.161

5.178

 .8031.104

 .357

 4.821

.ooo.023.eoo,056.246,ooo.422.269,720,ooo s.n.s.

 s,n.s.n.s.

 s,n.s.n.s.n.S,

 s,

1 : Management &  plarming, 2: Cognitive, 3: Communicative-experiential, 4: Interpersonal, 5: Affective

                     Category  2, 3, 1 &  4 >  Category  5

3.2 Correlations among  the strategies

    How  the five categories  of  strategy  were  related  to each  other  was  tested on  a  Pearson

correlation  (2-tailed). Table 10 shows  that in the case  ofthe  Japanese learners the strongest

correlation  was  found between cognitive  and  inierpersonal strategies (r=.55). Next carne  the

correlation  between cognitive  and  affective strategies (r=.51), fbllowed by the correlation

between affective and  interpersonal strategies (F.49). The relationships  between cognitive

and  communicative  strategies  (r==.44) and  between affective  and  communicative-experiential

strategies  (r=.43) came  next.  Then came  the correlation  between interpersonal and

communication  strategies (r=.38). The other  correlations  appeared  to be weak  according  to

the test. The weakest  correlation  was  recorded  between management  &  planning and

affective  strategies (r= .10). The  inter-category correlations  were  stronger  in the case  ofthe

Japanese subjects  thari the Bangladeshi subjects.

7bble 1O: Correlations among  the strategy  categoriesfor  the fapanese iearners

Category MP C CE IP A

moCCE  124*

.13

1.44"

 1
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       IP .25* .55** .38**

       A  ,IO .51** ,43**

 1,49**

1

MP: Management  &  planning, C: Cogriitive, CE: Communicative-experiential, M:  Interpersonal, A: Affective

lp<.OS
 

.*p<.Ol

71ible ll; Correlations ainong  the strategy  categoriesfor  the Bangiadeshi learnens

Category MP C CE IP A

moCCEIPA 1,13.05,05.30**

1.37**

,44**

.31**

 1,36**

28**

 1.21

1

}vff': Management  &  planning, C: Cogriitive, CE:  Communicative-experiential, IP: Interpersonal, A: Affective

,*p<.Ol

    For the Bangladeshi learners the highest correlation  was  fbund between cognitive  and

interpersonal strategies (r=.44). Next  came  the relationship  between cognitive  and

communlcative-experiential  strategies (r=.37), fbllowed by interpersonal and

communicative-experiential  strategies  (rc.36). Next correlations  came  between affective

and  cognitive  strategies (r=.31) and  then afTective  and  management  &  planning strategies

(r=.30). The  other  correlations  were  rather  weak.  The weakest  correlations  were  fbund

between management  &  planning and  both imerpersonal and  cornrnunicative  strategies

(r=.05) (see Tal)le 11). For both the Japanese and  the Bangladeshi learners cognitive  and

affective strategies had the strongest  relationship  with  other  categories,  indicating that the

more  the subjects  of  this study  used  cognitive  and  affective  strategies,  the more  often  they

were  inclined to use  other  categories  too.

3.3 Strategy use  and  learners' selfevaluated  speaking  level

    The relationship  between different strategy  use  frequency and  learners' selfLevaluated

speaking  Ievel is tested on  a Pearson correlation  (2-tailed). [lable 12 represents  the

correlation  test results. It appears  that the correlations  of  the Japanese learners' strategy  use

category  and  their evaluation  of  speaking  level were  stronger  than the Bangladeshi learners,

It was  fbund that the affective (r=.65) and  interpersonal (r=;.64) strategies had the strongest

relation  to selfevaluation.  This implies that the use  of  these strategies  gave the Japanese

learners confidence  that they possessed higher speaking  skill. The Japanese learners who
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reported  that they ofien  use  the two  strategies estimated  their speaking  levels high. Next

came  cognitive  (r=.57) strategy, fbllowed by communicative-experiential  (rc.51) strategy.

Management &  planning strategy showed  the weakest  relationship  with  participants' speaking

level evaluation.  In the case  of  Bangladeshi learners the  correlations  were  rather  weaker.

The highest correlation  was  fbund with cognitive  strategy  (r:=.46), fbllowed by

comrnunicative-experiential  (r=.44) and  interpersonal (r=.41) strategies,  The other  two

strategy  categories  were  not  found to have significant correlations  with subjects' own  skill

level evaluation.  No negative  correlation  was  found in any  case.

7lrble l2: Relationship between strategy  use  andseLLevaluation

Categories Japan (?Vkl02) Bangladesh  (IVt63)
Management  & Planning

Cognitive

Communicative-experiential

Interpersonal

Affective

.31**

,57**

.51**

.64**

.65**

.12.46**

,44**

.41**

,12

**p<,Ol

3. Discussion

    Some discrepancies in EFL  learning background between Japan and  Bangladesh are

assumed  to influence learners' tendencies in using  EFL-speaking strategies.  For a  number  of

reasons  the Bangladeshi learners are  supposed  to be more  motivated  in learning English and

therefbre in improving their speaking  skill. In Japan, though the motivations  to learn

English are  increasing rapidlM  the background reasons  are not  as same  as in Bangladesh.

    One  of  the findings of  the present study  is'that the Bangladeshi EFL-major students

showed  more  frequent use  of  cognitive  and  interpersonal strategies than the Japanese students.

The reasons  behind this tendency  are  anticipated  to be the severe  unemployment  problem,

dependence on  foreign investments, attraction to overseas  education  and  emproyment  that

motivate  the Bangladeshi learners to do active  practice to improve their English speaking  skill.

Rahrnan (2005) indicates that in Bangladesh the tertiary level English learners have a strong

insmmental motivation.  Being competent  in English is a  fundainental qualification fbr

securing  a desirable job (Harnamoto, 2002) and  for enhancing  promotional prospects in the

workplace  as well. Oxfbrd &  Nyikos (1989) argue  that the  learners who  are  highly

rnotivated  to learn a  language are likely to use  specific  strategies as well  as overall strategies

in general more  frequently than  the less motivated  learners. Their irrterpersonal strategy  use
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tendency  may  be explained  by the same  contextual  reasons  in addition to social cultures  in

Bangladesh, where  speaking  English is considered  prestigious as well  as fashionable in

educated  society.

    Gender difference in strategy  use  was  not  fbund to be significant in this study. Only in

the cognitive  strategy  use  did the Japanese females report  significantly  higher frequency than

the males.  It is interesting, howeveg that no  other  statistically significant difference between

the two  sexes  was  found from the two  different cultures. These results  appear  to match  other

studies  in Asian contexts.  Kim  (1995) fbund that there is no  significant difference on

language learning strategy  use  between males  and  females in his study  on  Korean adult  ESL

learners. In another  study  Lee (1994, cited in Lee, 2003) reported  that there are differences

in strategy  use  between the genders at the middle  school  level, but less difference or  no

difference can  be observed  as  learners advance  in their level. Again, Oh  (1996) in his study

on  fishery college  students  in Pusan found no  relationship  between sexes  and  strategy  use

category  preferences. He  insisted that strategies  were  used  frequently regardless  ofgenders.

These results,  howeveg  do not  match  the work  by Maccoby  &  Jacklin (1974) who  explain

that fernales are  superior  to or  at least very  different from males  in many  social  skills  and  that

females show  greater soeial orientation. In contrast, the Japanese females of  this study

reported  significantly  more  frequent use  of  cognitive  strategy  rather  than interpersonal

strategy. Considering the results  of  the present study  it could  be concluded  that strong

interest of  the university  level EFL-major students  might  weaken  or  diminish gender

differences on  strategy  u,se. The Affective strategy  category  was  fbund to be common  as the

least preferred category  by all the groups of  participants. This finding indicates that these

subjeets  made  littIe effbrt  to regulate  their emotional  anxieties  that arise in speaking  a foreign

language. This tendency, however, cerresponds  with some  recent  studies on  Asian background

learners (Park, 1997; Lee, 2003). They  fbund that Korean EFL  students  make  the least use

of  affective  strategy  in learning English. Stern (1992) recommends  that learning training can

help students  to face up  to emotional  diraculties and  to overcome  them by drawing attention

to the potential frustrations or  pointing them  out  as they arise. The least use  of  affective

strategy  by the subjects  ofthis  study  might  be caused  by the social  cultures  both in Japan and

Bangladesh, where  they are  not  encouraged  to modify  the mitial diMeulties in speaking  the

fbreign lariguage.

    Another finding ef  this study  is that very  similar  correlations  among  the strategy

categories  were  revealed  between the Japanese and  the Bangiadeshi students.  Cognitive and

affbctive  strategy  had the strongest  correlations  with other  strategy  categories,  Why  these

two  categories  had the strongest  infiuence on  the learners' strategy  use  was  not  clear:
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However, considering  the crucial  role  of  taking appropriate  steps  and  operations  in leaming

English (cogriitive strategy)  and  the  effort  to regulate  emotional  problems (affective strategy)

to speak  English might  lead them  to use  other  categories  of  strategies.  Although  affective

strategy  was  found to be the least frequently used  category,  it had a  strong  influence on  the

subjects'  whole  process of  speaking  strategy  use.  This study  also found that the Japanese

learners who  evaluated  their speaking  ski11 higher tended to use  affective  and  interpersonal

strategies more  often  than the low selfevaluated  leamers. This implies that the use  ofthese

strategies  gave them  confidence  about  their proficiency in speaking  English. In contrast, the

Bangladeshi subjects  showed  the strongest  correlations  with  cogriitive  and

communicative-experiential  strategies to report  high confidence  in their speaking  skill. It

seems  that active  practice and  the use  of  techniques to continue  conversation  overcoming  a

gap in knowledge made  the Bangladeshi learners confident  in evaluating  their speaking  ski11.

4. Conclusion

    This study  sought  to expiore  some  tendencies of  English-speaking strategies  used  by

EFL-major university  students  in Japan and  Bangladesh. In the comparison  of  strategy  use

frequency between the Japanese and  the Bangladeshi EFL-major students,  significant

diiiferences were  reported  in two  categories,  cognitive  and  interpersonal strategy. The

different cultural,  social  and  economic  backgrounds are assumed  to cause  this difference in

strategy  use  tendency,

    According to the findings, no  sigriificant  difference was  found concerning  category

preference of  speaking  strategy  use  between the genders, except  that the Japanese females

recorded  moTe  frequent use  of  cognitive  strategy  than the males.  Affective strategy  was

fbund to be the least preferred strategy  by both genders of  both cultures. The EFL  students

mighr  benefit if they are  made  aware  of  this tendency.  Proper classroom  training may  also

help them  in this regard.

    In the correlations  among  the strategy  categories, the Japanese learners showed  stronger

correlations  than the Bangladeshi learners. In both cultures, however, cognitive  and  affective

strategies  were  fbund to have the strongest  correlations  with other  categories,  indicating that

the leamers who  used  these two  categories  were  inclined to use  other  categories  too.

    The  correlations  ofdiffererit category  strategy  use  with learners' self-evaluated  speaking

skiil  were  fbund to be stronger  fbr the Japanese subjects  than the Bangladeshi subjects.  [[1ie

Japanese subjects  showed  that the use  of  aflrective  and  interpersonal strategies  had the

strongest  relatien  to selievaluation.  On  the other  hand, the Bangladeshi learners indicated

the greatest correlations  among  cognitive  strategy,  communicative-experiential  strategM  and
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selfevaluation.

    Some  limitations of  this study  need  to be acknowledged,  and  the  results  should  be

interpreted with  caution.  We  assumed  that the two  groups in this study  were  validly

compared  in terms of  their use  of  speaking  strategies because they were  EFL-major university

students.  More  infbrmation on  their group characteristics, for example,  English learning

experiences  befbre university,  exposure  to English in their classrooms,  or  motivatien  fbr

studying  English is needed.  [Ib collect  data, a  selfreport  questionnaire was  administered  at

one  university  in each  country.  A  greater number  of  students  from different universities

should  participate in a  future study.  The present study  had to depend on  the Iearners' self

reporting  on  their speaking  Ievels since  no  official  evaluation  of  their skill was  available.

Future studies  need  to correct  these  limitations so  that more  valid  claims  can  be made  al)out

the differences and  similarities  between Japanese and  Bangladeshi university  students  in their

use  of  speaking  strategies.
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Appendix  1

ptestionnaire ofSpeaking  Strategy Use for EFL  [English as  a foreign lariguage] Learners

                                                      Hiroshima University, Japan

We  would  like to ask  you to help us  by answering  the  foIlowing questions concerning

learners' strategy  use  to improve English speaking  perfbrmance. This survey  is conducted  by

language researchers  ofHiroshima  University, Japan, to gather information about  your strategy

use  of  English speaking  as  a foreign language learnez We  are just interested in your personal

opinion.  Please give your answers  sincerely as only  these will guarantee the success  of  the

investigation. Thank you very  much  for your  help.

[Put a tick by your identity]

Nationality:Bangladeshi

Japanese Other

Sex:

Male Female

Multiple choice  questions will  indicate how  often  you do the fo11owing things when  speaking  in English.

[Put a  tick on  your selection]

1. Do  you try to speak  in English in everyday  interaction?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e)Almost never

2. Do  you try to speak  in English whenever  you get the opportunity?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Semetimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost never

3. Do  you try to take risks even  when  you don't have enough  confidence  to speak  correct  English?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e)Almost never

4. Do  you try to avoid  interference ofthe  mother  tongue  while  speaking  in English?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost  never

5. When  you try to say  something  but you  1ack the necessar}J  vocabulary,  do you use  synonyms  or

   describe the idea or object  in other  words?

(a) A}ways (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e)Almost never
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6. When  you speak  in English, do you worry  about  your mistakes  too much?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely  sometimes  (e) Almost  never

7, When  you learn a new  English vocabulary  do you try to use  it in speaking?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes  (d) Rarely  sometimes  (e) Almost  never

8. Do  you plan out  in advance  what  are you going to say  in English?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost never

9. While you watch!listen  to some  program or  music  on  televisionlradio in English do you try to pick up

   some  nice  sounding  phrases or  words  to use  later in your  English conversation?

(a) Always  (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost never

10. Do  you  use  fi11ers (e.g. well,  right, anywaM  now  let me  see, as a  matter  of  fact) to have time in

   conversation  when  you face diMculty in thinking of  an  appropriate  reply?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost never

1 1. Do  you try to correct  your pronunciation to improve your speaking  skill?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sornetimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost never

12, Do  you frequently use  expressions  that cal1 for cultural  knowledge, such  as  requesting,  apologizing,  or

complaining  in English?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost never

13. Do  yeu try to eorrect  your errors  in speaking  and  welcome  others' feedback?

(a) Always (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sometimes  (e) Almost neyer

14, Do  you practice newly  learnt grainmatical structures  in speaking  to check  your confidence  level with

   the structures?

(a) Always  (b) Usually (c) Sometimes (d) Rarely sornetimes  (e) Almost never

15. 0pen ended  question

Do  you think the above  strategies  can  improve learners' speaking  skill in English as a  foreign language?

[Put a  tick by your choice  and  give your argzament  bellow]

16, Estimate your own  EFL  speaking  skill:  [put a  tiek by your  levea

  Excellent( )
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Good(  )

Fair( )

Poor( )
Note: Excellent: Ybu  can  speak  English fluently without  problem,

   Good: Ybu  can  speak  English with  a little problem,

   Fair: Ybu  can  speak  English with  much  problem.

   Poor: Ybu  cannot  speak  English without  translating from mother  tongue,
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